
Tourism  
 

Introduction  
What is the criteria to call one a tourist .  
e.g In pakistan tourist from abroad must stay at least 24 hours and no more than 6 month 
etc  
Inputs and expectation from tourism industries.  
When the Tourism started as a Tertiary Industry in world and in Pakistan.  
Role of tourism in the Economy and GDP  
Some facts and figures Tourism related with other industries ,  
services , primary and secondary industries , employment etc. Image Building 
Tourism in European , East and SouthEast Asian  
countries Tourism in South Asia India and Srilanka despite having problems  
 
Tourism in Pakistan  
Foreign Tourism and Domestic tourism  
Geographical tourism  
All four climates throughout the year. Highest mountain ranges , vast deserts , snow 
covered peaks , salt ranges. Beautiful climates lakes . Over 37 peaks over 7000 meters , 
highest number of peaks in the smallest area. After Antarctica northern areas for their 
snow. 
Cultural and archaeological Tourism  
Indus valley civilization , Taxila (once a centre of budhist civilization), Mughal architecture 
gardens ,buildings and tombs . Faisal mosque to Minar-e-Pakistan . Cultural diversity plus 
kelash valley  
Relegious Tourism 
Mosques , tombes , shrines , tableeghi jamaat 2 million , sikh yatrii  
Flaura and fauna  
Stats of tourist coming purpose of rare animals and hunting of migrating birds(:S). 
Role of PTDC  
Current Infrastructure , health , transport facilities Dilapidated conditions of monuments In 
detail E.g Shandhoor polo over 12000 above seal level but no infrastructure  
 
Terrorism a stumbling block in the flourishment of tourist industry  
Decline after 1983 due to Afghan refugee NWFP demands compensation money from govt 
due to its refugee policy War in Afghanistan, Talabnization , extremism , swat dir bajur 
malakand Relationship with India and china and other saarc countries.  
(this could be well extended to 10 pages at least and this will be the main focus of my 
essay)  
 
Prospects of Tourism in Pakistan and in world  
Bright future ahead. ( I heard from news that by 2020 every 9 out of 10 person will be 
directly or indirectly related to tourism)  
Measure that Pakistan should take[/LIST]Epilogue  
 
Request:  
 
• Please comment how you will rate this attempt.  
• Please suggest if I missed something 
• Please share if you have any latest facts and figures  
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